Quantifying the complexity of excised larynx vibrations from high-speed imaging using spatiotemporal and nonlinear dynamic analyses.
In this paper, we investigate the biomechanical applications of spatiotemporal analysis and nonlinear dynamic analysis to quantitatively describe regular and irregular vibrations of twelve excised larynges from high-speed image recordings. Regular vibrations show simple spatial symmetry, temporal periodicity, and discrete frequency spectra, while irregular vibrations show complex spatiotemporal plots, aperiodic time series, and broadband spectra. Furthermore, the global entropy and correlation length from spatiotemporal analysis and the correlation dimension from nonlinear dynamic analysis reveal a statistical difference between regular and irregular vibrations. In comparison with regular vibrations, the global entropy and correlation dimension of irregular vibrations are statistically higher, while the correlation length is significantly lower. These findings show that spatiotemporal analysis and nonlinear dynamic analysis are capable of describing the complex dynamics of vocal fold vibrations from high-speed imaging and may potentially be helpful for understanding disordered behaviors in biomedical laryngeal systems.